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Patent pending
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®To learn more about the Aquasense  Folding Bath Seat or any other AquaSense product,

contact your AMG representative, call 1-800-363-2381 or visit www.myaquasense.com
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Flex-comfort 
backrest
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Built-in dual-use 
side handles
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Angled tips 
for a better grip
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Fits effectively with 
almost any bath mat
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®The new ergonomic AquaSense  Folding 
 Bath Seat wins “best of category” for its

practicality, sturdiness and comfort! 

This bath seat provides extreme security and 

all of its features have been designed with 

your well-being in mind: choice of 7 height 

adjustments, angled leg tips for better bathtub 

grip and a flex-comfort backrest to ensure 

a safe and relaxing bathing experience.

Folds 
flat in 3 
easy steps!

 
Thickness when 
folded: 7.25” (18 cm)
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AntimicrobialAntimicrobial Tool-free setupTool-free setupAdjustableAdjustable Weight capacityWeight capacity

14” x 5.75” x 20.25” 

(35.7 cm x 14.7 cm x 51.5 cm)

®AquaSense  

Folding Bath Seat 
770-525

Retail Box Dimensions (W x D x H)DescriptionAMG No. Case UPC*

®The new AquaSense  Folding Bath Seat comes in a 

versatile retail box that features 3 different display options.

*Shipped by cases of 2 boxes, approx. 14.6” x 12.4” x 21.3” (37 cm x 31.5 cm x 54 cm)
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770-525 Bath Seat Sell sheet side b, 8,5” x 11”


